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Digital Hot Topics 

Embracing AI for Growth and Efficiency in your Tourism Business  

 

Great Prompts to Use in ChatGPT  

 

Website Review and Improvement Feedback Prompt: 

Evaluate our tourism-focused website from a web design expert's perspective. Identify areas for 
improvement in UI/UX, content engagement, functionality, and user journey. Draw comparisons 
with top tourism websites and provide actionable insights for enhancing user experience and 
engagement. 

 
Current Content Improvement Prompt: 

Analyse our website's current content through the lens of a content strategist in the tourism 
industry. Propose detailed amendments to elevate narrative clarity, reader engagement, and 
informative value, weaving in the rich tapestry of Northern Ireland's attractions. 

 

Keyword and Content Gaps Identification Prompt: 

Leveraging your expertise in SEO and content marketing, pinpoint keyword and content 
opportunities that could amplify our visibility and attract a targeted audience keen on exploring 
Northern Ireland's tourism potential. 

 

First Article Outline Prompt: 

Construct a structured outline for an engaging feature article that will take centre stage on our 
tourism website. Map out sections that delve into the distinctive travel experiences across 
Northern Ireland, ensuring a seamless flow from an inviting introduction to a compelling 
conclusion. 

 

First 1,000 Words of Article Writing Prompt: 

Initiate the narrative of our feature article with a captivating first 1,000-word segment. Imbue 
your prose with vivid descriptions and cultural anecdotes that will transport readers straight to 
the heart of Northern Ireland's majestic landscapes and heritage. 
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Clickable Article Title Options Prompt: 

Conceive a selection of five SEO-enhanced and engaging titles for our feature article that will 
resonate with the intrigue of potential visitors and be primed for high engagement across search 
engines and social media. 

 

Call to Action Creation Prompt: 

Formulate a persuasive call to action for the end of our tourism articles that will inspire readers to 
delve deeper, subscribe, or book their journey. It should resonate with the aspirations of travel 
aficionados and capture the spirit of Northern Ireland's allure. 

 

Inclusion of Statistics in Article Prompt: 

Seamlessly integrate pertinent tourism statistics into our feature article to highlight Northern 
Ireland's growing appeal as a travel destination, focusing on economic impact, visitor statistics, 
and unique regional highlights. 

 

Statistic Image Creation Prompt: 

Design an elegant and informative infographic that synthesises key tourism statistics for 
Northern Ireland. The aesthetic should be refined and professional, aligning with our brand's 
image as a purveyor of fine travel experiences. (Move to Canva AI to improve ) 

 

General Image Creation for Article Prompt: 

Generate a captivating visual that epitomises the luxury travel experience in Northern Ireland, 
melding historical elegance with contemporary sophistication, suitable for enhancing our 
feature article's allure. 

 

Social Media Post Writing Prompt: 

Draft distinct and engaging social media posts tailored for LinkedIn, Instagram, and Threads to 
promote our new luxury travel article. Incorporate current hashtags and a dynamic call to action, 
tailored to resonate with each platform's specific audience demographic.  
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Email Newsletter Title Creation Prompt: 

Devise an alluring title for our monthly email newsletter that will feature our latest article and 
incite high open rates. The title should intrigue subscribers and reflect the exclusive insights on 
Northern Ireland's tourism that await them. 

 

Hotel Promotion Strategies for 2024 Prompt: 

Propose forward-thinking marketing strategies to promote our hotel in the year 2024. Focus on 
emerging digital trends, personalisation of the guest experience, and sustainable practices that 
would appeal to the next generation of travellers. 

 

Local Partnership Plan Development Prompt: 

Develop a strategic plan for local partnerships, targeting synergies with Northern Ireland's 
tourism stakeholders, such as local enterprises, cultural entities, and travel thought leaders, to 
cultivate collaborations that boost our hotel's profile and offerings. 

 

AI Policy for Employee Handbook Writing Prompt: 

Compose a comprehensive AI usage policy suitable for our employee handbook, conforming to 
Northern Ireland's legal framework. The policy should encompass ethical considerations, 
adherence to data protection statutes, and guidelines for the judicious application of AI in our 
operations. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 


